According to the detailed guidelines for firestops, a through-penetration firestop system should be installed in a building to prevent the spread of fire when there is a gap in fire compartments due to the penetration of pipes, cable trays, etc. However, the inspection of 39 construction sites in Korea has revealed that the existing firestop system involves complex installation prcesses of 4~7 steps, resulting in wide variations in the quality of construction depending on situations at the construction site or the proficiency of workers. Furthermore, there are sites where firestop systems are not constructed due to the lack of knowledge of the builders. Thus, this study aims to set up a proper guide for firestop systems as per the rules, notices, and guidelines of Korea, and suggest a technical improvement plan for through-penetration firestop systems that can achieve the required fire resistive-performance while involving only 1~2 steps for the installation processes.
서 론
건축물에서의
내화성능 평가
설비관통부 충전시스템의 내화시험 방법을 세부 적으로 정리한 것이다 (Ahn et al., 2014; Jang et al., 2016 Tightly seal the both ends of the pipe with mineral wool or ceramic wool with density of 100 ㎏/㎥ or over to the depth of 100±10 ㎜.
Thermocouple

Unexposed surface thermocouple
Refer to the example of the installation location for the unexposed surface thermocouple in the Detailed Guidelines for Firestops.
Movable thermocouple
Apply the unheated surface of the part on which high temperature is expected during the test (excluding the support for fixing the equipment) Number of test piece Vertical separating element: Once on both sides Horizontal separating element: 2 times on the exposed surface to fire (if the same sealing system is used for both vertical and horizontal separating elements, each of the vertical separating element and the horizontal separating element is tested once. However, if the vertical element sealing system is asymmetric, both sides of the vertical separating element are tested once.)
Performance criteria
Insulation
The temperatures of the unexposed surface thermocouple and movable thermocouple shall not exceed 180K from the intial temperature.
Integrity
Flame interruption shall be determined by KS F 2257-1. 1) Cotton pad application: No ignition when contacting the cotton pad with the hole or flame occurred on the surface of the test piece for 30 seconds. 2) Flame on unexposed surface: No flame on the unexposed surface of the test piece that lasts over 10 seconds. However, crack gauge is not applied. 
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